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ABSTRACT 
New computerized analytical visual f1 el ds programs have been 
developed to asist doctors in making acurete diagnoses. In the study 
two such programed instruments were compared to 3 experienced 
doctors' analyses. The Humphrey 30-2 with Stetpec II Hemifield 
An a l y s i s end the 0 c to smart Pro g rem for the 0 c tops G- 1 vi sue 1 f i e 1 d . 
A total of 31 eyes were tested. They were divided into 3 
groups: glaucomatous, ocular hypertensive end control. Statistical 
analysis wes performed to determine inter rater reliability t:md 
doctor/program variability. Degree of doctor familiarity with each 
instrument appeared to influence the results. This is probably due 
to greeter exposure to the Humphrey's Visual Field Analyzer. When 
Humphrey's Hemi field enal ysi s was compared to the average doctors' 
ret i ng, the Hemfi el d rated the fie 1 d as 1 ess pethol ogi eel 75% of the 
time. In contrast, when the Ocopus Octosmart wes compared to the 
everege doctor's rating, the Octosmart rated the field es more 
pathological 81.8% of the time. When the Octosmert wes compared 
to the Hemifi e 1 d, the 0 ctosm ert rated the fie 1 ds more patho 1 ogi ca 1 
76.9% of the time. The i ncl usi on of pet i ent profile data did indeed 
affects the final outcome of the doctors' analyses. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the ege of computer technology in automated perimetry 
many advances have been made to help in the interpretation of visual 
fie 1 ds diagnosis 
Many strategies have been developed to help practitioners 
recognize glaucomatous or other abnorma 1 vi suel fie 1 ds. 
Interpretation of visual fields thet ere clearly normal or 
significantly ebnormel is e relatively simple process. However, 
when the fields fell between these two extremes the interpretation 
cen be much more chellenging. This is the eree where new 
computerized technology hes its greatest potential. Attempts have 
been me de, by us i n g software en al y s e s, to e i d the doctor i n the s e 
i nterpretet ions.( 1) Two such examples ere the Stetpec II Hemifi e 1 d 
An e 1 y s i s for the Humphrey 3 0-2 Vi sue 1 F i e 1 d An e 1 y z e r, end the 
Octosmert Program for the Octopus G 1 Visuel Field. Both progrems 
offer statistical eids in anelysis es well as e final overall rating or 
impression of whether the vi sue 1 fie 1 d is normel, borderline, or 
ebnorme l. 
S i n c e t h e s e compute ri zed "hi n t s II be com e pert of e p e t i en t 's 
permanent record, they must be carefully considered when meking e 
d i e g no s i s. I f the "hi n t II i n d i c a t e s e b norm e 1 it y but t hi s i n form e ti an 
i s cons i de red non-essen t i e 1 by the p recti t i one r, end the pet i en t 
subsequently menifests e pathology, cen this informetion be used to 
prove negligence against the doctor? 
This study was designed to compere the interpretive 
cepe b il it i e s of these two stet e of the e rt, c om put e ri zed vi sue 1 
fields instruments to the precticel clinicel knowledge of three 
ex p e ri e n c e d opt om e t ri s t s. The de term i net i on of whether a pat i en t 
has gleucome is based on severel fectors, nemely: optic nerve heed 
end nerve fiber leyer eppeerence, intre-oculer pressures, visuel 
field results, end petient history. The computer softwere program 
is et e po tenti el di sedventege in the t of these fe ctors, on 1 y the 
petients ege is "known" by the computer. This study will then elsa 
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examine whether the limited information the computerized 
instruments use is adequate to reach a cone 1 u si on on which to base 
an assessment of the visual field. 
The Humphrey 30-2, and the Octopus 500EZ G 1 program were 
analyzed by the three experienced clinicians. Each doctors' 
conclusions were then statistically compared to each other to 
determine inter-rater reliability. They were also compered to the 
results of the Humphrey Hemi field Anel ysi s end Octopus Octosmert 
Progrem. Since a doctor in e normel clinical setting hes eccess to 
more peti ent i nformeti on then the computer, e second doctor 
analysis will be performed utilizing not only the visuel fields, but 
pet i ent profile dete es well. These results were e l so enel yzed 
stet i st i cal for i nter-reter re l i abi 1 ity end doctor I computer 
veri ebi 1 i ty. 
METHODS 
A totel of 31 eyes from 20 peti ents were selected for this 
study. They were divided into 3 groups. The first group wes 
pre vi ousl y di egnosed with gl eucome, the second ere ocul er 
hypertensives, end the finel is e control group with no suspicion of 
gleucome. The gleucome group was determined by 8 history of lOP's 
greeter then or equel to 21, documented field defects end 
documented optic nerve chenges. The ocular hypertensive group wes 
defined as heving e history of lOP's greeter then or equel to 21, but 
no previously documented field defects nor optic nerve heed changes. 
The remaining control group hed no history of lOP's ebove 21 nor 
hi story of optic nerve heed or g 1 e ucometous field chenges. 
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A 11 eyes were tested on the Humphrey Field Anelyzer 30-2 
progrem end the Octopus 500EZ G 1 progrem. In order to minimize 
veri e b il it y due to pet i en t 1 e ern in g effects ( 2) ell of the test sub j e c t s 
hed previous experience with eutometed peri me try . The instrument 
to be used first end the eye to be tested first were chosen rendomly 
to prevent i ndi vi due 1 bi eses. A 11 four tests were not perf armed on 
the s em e vi sit to prevent f e t i g u e. Test i n g with b o t h i n strum en t s 
wes completed on one dey fore perticuler eye. The subject then 
returned enother dey to complete the second eye. Thus one set of 
dete wes completed for en eye if the subject wes uneble to return. 
The order of petient testing wes besed on scheduling convenience 
All subjects used in this study hed distence VA's of 20/30 or 
better end pupi 1 s 1 erger then 3 mm. No pet i ents were dil eted during 
eny testing . Refrective error ranged from - 6.25 sphere to + 2.75 
sphere, end no greeter then 2.00 D of estigmetism. Ages for 
gleucometous petients renged from 65 to 84 withe meen of 72.0. 
The ege renge for Ocul er Hypertensives wes 25 to 65 with e me en of 
49.6. The ege renge for the control group renged from 25 to 72 with 
e meen of 47.9. Testing time of the Octopus G-1 progrem renged 16 
min. 7 sec. to 30 min. 13 sec. withe meen of 19 min. 30 sec .. 
Humphrey 30-2 test times renged from 11 min. 21 sec. to 19 min 7 
sec. with e me en of 14 min 24 sec .. 
The Humphrey 30-2 test with full threshold test stretegy wes 
chosen for this study. The 30 - 2 progrem tests 76 pts with e 6 
degree point density. Terget size used is Goldmenn size Ill. 
Exposure time is 0.2 second. Beckground luminence is 31.5 esb. (3) 
The Humphrey Fie 1 d Ane 1 yzer using e decibel step brecketi ng method 
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to determine the full threshold(4). To threshold e point, the 
Humphrey Field Anel yzer using e ste i reese brecketi ng 
tech n i que, presents en i n i t i e l s t i m u 1 us e t en i n tensity t h e pet i en t i s 
expected to see. In subsequent presentet ion, the stimulus intensity 
is decreased in 4 dB increments until the patient does not see the 
stimulus. The stimulus is then increased in 2 dB steps until the 
patient sees it. The lest seen value is identified es the patient's 
thresho 1 d at thet point. The thresho 1 d strategy is used for i nit i el 
threshold tests of four "primary" points. It begins by twice 
measuring the thresholds of those "primary" points, one in eech 
quadrant. The everege threshold for each point is computed. If the 
ectuel threshold value is more then 4 dB ewey from the expected 
threshold value, that point will be thresholded e second time(5). 
Once established, the thresholds' of the primary points ere 
used to determine starting points to bracket neighboring 
"secondary" points. Secondery point results ere used es sterting 
points for their neighboring points. This process continues until ell 
points ere meesured. If e point's threshold veries by more then 4 dB 
from its expected threshold, based on the threshold of e neighboring 
point, the threshold for thet point is measured e second time. The 
second measurement eppeers on the printout in parentheses. This 
feeture results in two measurements eround the borders of defects 
where more deteiled informetion is needed. For points which ere 
measured twice, the everege of the two sen sit i viti es is used in ell 
future eel cul e t ions. " (5) 
Stetpec II is en enel yt i eel peckege for the Humphrey Vi suel 
Field enelyzer. It contains ege-stenderdized "normal" velues 
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egei nst which threshold vel ues of the tested eye cen be compere d. 
Studies of eyes withe v1suel ecuity et leest 20/25(if under 50 
yeers of ege) or 20/30 (older patients) were the basis for Normal 
velues in Stetpec(6). The reliability of the field is measured by the 
number of false positives end false negative replies end also by 
Global lndices(7). The Stetpec computes four such indices: 
Mean Defect,MD: Is the mean elevation or depression of the patient's overall field 
compared to the normal reference field. If the deviation is significantly outside the population 
norms, e p value is given. Categories for p values ere p<IO~. p<5~. p<2%,p<l%,p<0.5~ . 
This means that less then the specified percent of the population has a MD larger then the value 
found on this test. A significant MD may indicate that the patient has en overall depression, or 
that there is loss in one part of the field and not in others. MD is best interpreted in relation to 
the total end pattern deviation charts. 
Pattern Standard Deviation, PSD: Is a measurement of the degree to which the shape of 
the patient's measured field departs from the normal, age-corrected reference field. A low 
PSD indicates a smooth hill of vision. A high PSD indicates en irregular hill end may be due 
either to variability in patient response or to actual field irregularities. The statistical 
significance for PSD is indicated using the same categories for pas with the mean deviation. 
Short-term Fluctuation SF, is an index of the consistency of the patient's answers 
during the test end is obtained by testing twice at ten pre-selected points. Categories for p 
values ere the same as for MD. 
Corrected Pattern Standard Deviation, CPSD: .is e measure of how much the total shape 
of the patient's hill of vision deviates from the shape of the hill of vision normal for the 
patient's age, corrected for intra-test variability, ie, short term fluction. The hill of vision 
mey be irregular in shape because of unreliable patient response, because of actual field losses, 
or a combination of the two factors. The categories for p values ere the same as for MD.(8) 
Com peri sons of different i el 1 i ght sen sit i vit 1 es in the upper end 
lower fields heve been used in the pest to detect gleucometous field 
1 o s s. The hem i f i e 1 d en e 1 y s i s e vel u e t e s f i v e zones in the superior 
field end comperes these to their mirror image zones in the inferior 
field. The glaucoma hemifield test (GHT) differs because it is based 
on Stetpec probebi 1 ity meps. Stetpec II evel uetes the severity of 
disturbed points in eech zone end prints one of three messages: GHT 
within norm el 1 i m its I borderl 1 ne I or outside no rmel 1 i mits.(9) 
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Octopus 
The G 1 o b a l An a l y s i s Program G 1 was spec if i call y des i g n e d for 
glaucoma detection but it has also proved to meet the test 
requirements for most other pathologies encountered in cl i ni eel 
p ra c ti c e. The G 1 tests 59 poi n t s i n the centra 1 2 6 degrees, and 1 4 
peripheral points up to 56 degrees eccentricity. The inner eree of 30 
degrees is considered most important in glaucoma( 1 0). The G 1 uses 
26 degrees to avoid ring scotoma from the triellens. The testing 
pet tern is denser eround the centra 1 point to detect parecentrel 
scotomes. Terget stimulus Gal dmenn size Ill is used el ong with en 
exposure time of 0.1 s. Background luminence of 4esb is used 
because it provides e "fletterll hill of vision and e better dynamic 
meesuring renge which is reported to be ideel for computerized 
steti c perimetry.( 1 1) 
The G 1 progrem is run in three pheses. The first phese 
meesures ell 59 centrel test locetions. This is done vie a staircase 
bracketing procedure si miler to th Humphrey, by crossing the 
threshold twice in 4-2-1 dB steps. Phase two repeets the threshold 
of phase one, by on 1 y using the 2-1 dB steps. Phese three quantifies 
the 14 peripheral points withe 2 level test strategy with speciel 
emphasis on the nasal step( 1 0). All three pheses were performed on 
ell pet i ents for this study. 
To determine rel i abi 1 ity, the Octopus uses similar indices to 
the Humphrey. The positive and negative cetch triels test false 
positives and false negatives. Other indices used are as reproduced 
from the Octopus operator menuel: 
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Meen Defect, MD: The mean defect is the erithmetic meen of the difference between 
meesured values end normel velues et the different test locetions. MD refers the values 
obtained to normal values. This makes the interpretation for the clinician much easier es zero 
meens normal and a positive number expresses directly the extent of the damage. In normals 
MD values are situeted around zero . MD is increesed by any kind of visual field defect- very 
much by diffuse depression of the differential light sensitivity, but very little by the presence 
of small scotomas. Such uniform loss can be observed in several conditions such as ceteract 
but also in glaucoma. It may be noted, that although a ceterect can produce similar findings, 
these fects ere not reduced in importence. The follow-up of MD permits en epproximetion of 
the homogeneous component of the long-term fluctuetion which is increased particularly in 
glaucome suspects. 
Loss verience, LV: The loss variance, LV represents the locel non uniformity of the 
visual field. It is small if visual field damage is more or less even. On the other hand, it is 
very lerge in the presence of deep scotomes. The loss variance may be helpful in the detection 
of eerly defects, as it increeses with smell defects es welles with en increesed short-term 
fluctuation. If the LV is increased, one needs further evaluation to see whether it is en 
expression of a true eerly defect or en increesed scatter or possibly of both. Double 
measurements are not needed for the calculation of LV which is important for time-saving 
screening programs. 
Corrected loss variance, CLV: As mentioned ebove, the loss verience may be increesed 
by scetterorby reel deviations. An additionel visual field index celled CLV was therefore 
introduced. CLV helps to separete real deviations from devietions due to scatter. With the help 
of double determinetions one cen estimate the scatter and one can calculate how much of the 
loss varience is due to scetter end how much is due to en edditional component expressing reel 
local devietions. CLV values ere close to zero for normel visuel fields as well as when the 
differential light sensitivity is uniformly depressed, but they are increasingly sensitive to eny 
kind of reellocel defect including a nesel step. 
Short-term Fluctuation, SF: The short-term fluctuetion represents the scatter 
observed when the seme threshold is measured independently (twice or repeetedly) during e 
single examination of the visuel field. It is the average of the local scetter over the total visual 
field. For normel subjects SF is between 1 and 2 dB, it is increased in disturbed visual fields 
but also in glaucome suspects with otherwise normel fields. Increased values of fluctuation are 
also encountered by impaired patient cooperation. However, this influence can be estimated by 
the outcome of the rate of false replies in the catch trials( 11 ). 
I t i s now p o s s i b 1 e to o b t a i n an o p i n i o n o f the degree of 
pathology of a visuel field by using the Octsmart program recently 
de v e 1 oped by Be b i e. ( 1 2) The 0 c to s m art i n c 1 u des a sector an a 1 y s i s 
which devides the visuel field into eleven areas (refer to appendix 
pege 1 ). There is a generel impression in grephical form end written 
"hints" to substent i ate the writ ten comments. Written comments 
concerning the i ndi vi duel visual field results are determined from 
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the cumulative defect curve which is elsa included in the 
printout( 1 3). 
Our study utilizes the clinical knowledge of three experienced 
optometrists from the Ocular Disease end Special Testing Service of 
Pecifi c Uni verslty Call ege of Optometry, eech he vi ng hed extensive 
exposure to eutometed visuel field enelysis. The doctors were given 
e copy of e visual fields from both instruments for eech eye tested. 
These were errenged randomly for eech doctor. No other information 
w e s g i v en e t t hi s t i m e, so the t the doctor· s he d the s em e 
information es the computers . The exect ege wes not given to the 
doctors so they would not be eble to recognize end compere the 
fields for both eyes of the seme petient et this time. Instead, the 
eges were broken down into ranges of 5 yeer intervals. Attached to 
eech seperete field wes the eppropriete greding form. See appendix 
pege 1 end 2 for example 
The forms were designed in the manner which "mimiced" the 
combined ectuel enelyses performed by the perimetry instruments. 
The doctors were given three choices for field i nterpreteton: normal, 
borderline, pethologicel. Stetisticel Friedman enelysis (ANVOA) wes 
perform e d to com p e re t h e re s u lt s of sector en e 1 y s i s by e e c h o f the 
doctors' to eech other (inter-reter reliab i lity). This finel impression 
wes el so compared to the eppropri ete fields' i nterpreteti on using 
Humphrey's Hemifi e l d Anel ysi s end Octopus' Octosmert, using 
Spearmen-Rho's test of corre l ation. 
The three doctors were then esked to re-eve l uete their 
assessment besed on significent cl i nical dete es well es their 
previous interpretation. The finel original conclusion however, wes 
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mesked from the doctors to prevent e bi esed opinion bes ed on the 
previous decision. A profile on eech patient was etteched to the 
matching fields enelysis for the second review. See eppendix page 3 
for the form used. 
DATA 
Compering i nter-reter egreement for both instruments 
X2 Correlet ion 
Dr 1 vs 2 Dr 1 vs 3 Dr 2 vs 3 
Humph w/CP* 13.5 -.016 .538 .0 12 
Humph w/o CP 1.016 .082 .543 -.29 
Octo w/CP .452 .864 .595 .664 
Octo w/o CP 3.677 .853 .882 .896 
*Cl1n1c Prof11e included: history, lOP's, age, refrective error, etc. 
The i nter-reter chi -squered vel ue with the Humphrey fie 1 d 
w it h the C P we s stet i s t i cell y s i g n if i cent, how ever there were p o or 
correlet ions among the doctors themselves. There was no 
si gnlfi cant difference emong doctors without the CP end the 
correletions among the doctors improved, but were still poor. 
The chi-squered velue with the Octopus fleld with CP wes not 
steti st i cell y si gnifi cent, end there wes mode rete correlet ion among 
the docotrs. The Chi-squared value among the doctors epproeches 
si gnifi cence for the Octopus fields without the CP end the 
correlation velues were improved. 
Once the inter rater veriebility was evelueted, en everege wes 
teken so thet it caul d be compered to eech instrument. This wes done 
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to eliminate 1 arge de vi at ions bet ween examiner interpretations. 
Comparing the Humphrey GHT to the average doctors rating without 
the CP the corrected Z score was -3.025, which is a statistically 
significant difference ( = ). When the CP was taken into account the 
Z score was -. 141 which is not a significant difference. This 
indicates the t the doctors' fi na 1 i npressi on and that of the GHT were 
significant 1 y diff ernt when no add it i anal CP wes given, but were not 
d i ff ere n t stat i s t i c a 1 y, when the C P was k no w n and fa c tore d i n to the 
ana 1 yi es of the doc tors. The corre 1 at ion comparing the hem i fie 1 d to 
the average doctor rating with CP was -. 165 and without CP it 
improved to .547. The correlations of the average rating with and 
without CP was -.271 . 
Comparing the Octosmart to the docotr average rating without 
the CP, the corrected Z score was -.872 which is not a significant 
difference. When the CP was taken into account the Z score is 
-1.661, which is statistically significant ( =). This indicates that 
when the doctors had the same information as the "computers" 
their con c 1 us ions were not s t a ti s t i c a 11 y different from the computer 
ana 1 ys es. When the doctors had the added c1 i ni ca 1 profi 1 e 
information, however, their conclusions were significantly 
different. The corre 1 at ion comparing the Octosmart to the average 
rating with CP was .392 and without the CP it improved to .412. 
The z score when comparing the Octosmart Analysis to the Hemifield 
analyses was -1.914 which is a statistically significant, with a 
poor corre 1 at ion of .205. ( =) 
The carrel at ion of the Octopus Mean Deviation to the Humphrey 
Mean Deviation is .943. The Octopus Loss Variance was compared to 
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the Humphrey Pattern Standard Deviation with a correlation of .954. 
A correlation of .965 was found when the Octopus Corrected Loss 
Variance was compared to the Corrected Pattern Standard Deviation 
of the Humphrey. These are all excellent correlations. The only poor 
index correlation was for the Short Term Fluctuation for both 
i n strum en t s w hi c h w as . 2 1 1 . 
Comparison of evaluation of indices among raters in general 
had very high correlation. The range of this correlation was . 98 1 to 
.383 with only two data points falling be low .546 . Only two of the 
chi -squared values were stat i sti call y significant. These i ndices 
were for the Loss Variance and Corrected Loss Variance for the 
Octopus. 
DISCUSSION 
When the doctor's inter-rater results were compared to each 
other it was discovered that the correlations were poor for the 
Humphrey both with and without history. This may be due to 
extensive rater experience with this instrument. Each ones 
i n d i vi dual c 1 i n i cal ex peri en c e g i v e s them a u n i Que i n t u it i v e 
impression that the numbers alone do not provide( 13). When 
comparing chi-squared values the difference was not significant 
when the CP was not considered. However it was statistically 
s i g n if i cant when the C P was taken i n to a c count. T hi s i s pro b a b 1 y 
because one of the exam i ners was consistently more aggressive in 
rating patho 1 ogy and this affected the overall results the most when 
the CP was involved. 
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The chi-squared values for the Octopus both with end without 
CP were not stet i st ice 11 y si gnifi cent. The carrel eti on for inter 
reter agreement wes good. Since the Octopus wes relatively new to 
our clinic, ell three doctors had the same level of familiarity with 
this instrument. As e result, they probably did not have the seme 
clinical biases es they did with the Humphrey. Instead they relied 
more on ectuel numbers to meke e final decision. This could account 
for the increased level of agreement between doctors. 
When comparing the Humphrey Hemifield to the average doctor 
ret i ng without the CP, there wes a steti st i call y si gni fi cant 
difference. The Hemifi el d end the average ret i ng di segreed 8 out of 
3 1 t i me s ( 2 5. 8%). The Hem if i e 1 d rete d the f i e 1 d e s 1 e s s p e tho 1 o g i c e 1 
6 times out of the 8 (75%). When the Hemifi el d was compared to 
the average doctors' rating with the CP taken into account, the 
difference emoung doctors end GHT enel yses was not si gnifi cent . 
When the Octosmert wes compared to the average doctors 
rat i n g w i thou t C P, there was not a s i g n if i cant d i ff ere n c e. When t h e 
CP wes taken into account, however there wes e stet i sti cell y 
difference si gnifi cent. The two vel ues di segreed 1 1 of 3 1 times 
(35.4%). The Octosmert rated the field as more pethologicel 9 times 
out of 11 (81 .8%). 
When the Octosmert wes compared to the GHT the difference 
was stet i st i cell y si gnifi cent. The two vel ues differed 13 times out 
of 31 (41.9%). The Octosmert rated more pathological 10 times of 
the 13 (76.9%). Of those 10 times the Octopus field wes performed 
before the Humphrey field first 4 times (40%), This shows thet 
fatigue end patient familiarity was note factor. 
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When com peri ng indices bet ween the Octopus end the Humphrey 
ell were excellent correlet ions except for Short Term Fl uctuet ion 
(SF). This indicates both instruments heve similar basic criterion to 
determine reliability of testing end ere thus comparable. SF 
differences could be due to i ndi vi duel peti ent veri ebil ity. It mey el so 
be re leted to the specific testing el gorithm for m eesuri ng the SF, in 
response to the different stimuli presentet ions end testing methods, 
of the instruments themse 1 ves.( 1 4). 
After eech pet i ent hed comp 1 eted testing they were asked to 
asses eech instrument. 12 of the 20 (60%) preferred the Humphrey 
Vis u el Fe i 1 d An el y z e r. R e e sons sited inc 1 u de d: shorter test t i me, 
quieter instrument, end eese of detecting stimulus presentet ion. 8 
of the 20 pet i ents (40%) preferred the Octopus SOOEZ. Reasons sited 
included: eese of detecting stimulus presentetion end felt they 
preformed better. 
CONCLUSION 
Automated threshold perimetry ellows for increased 
s tend e rd i z e t i on i n the test i n g of vi s u el f i e 1 d s. However, en el y t i c el 
i nterpretet ion of those fie 1 ds is st i 11 embiguous. A uni versel 
stend erd for quenti tet i ve thresho 1 d peri me try is not eve i 1 eb 1 e. 
Verious computerized perimetry instruments utilize different test 
s t rete g i e s end s ti m u 1 u s 1 o c e t i on s. 
T hi s study shows the t the be s i c e 1 go rit h m s used for vi sue 1 
field i nterpretet ion by the Octopus soft were progrem is besi ce 11 y 
eppropri ete es en i nit i el steti st i eel i nterpretet ion, by vertue of the 
feet thet it egreed well in the doctors' initiel reting. This suddy 
elsa shows thet the fiel visuel field essessment depends lergely on 
14 
the doctors' consideration of the tot a 1 patient's cl i ni ca 1 profile, not 
just the visual field data in isolation. This study may show that the 
more fa m i 1 i a r the p ra c ti o n e r i s with the vi sua l f i e l d s i n strum en t 
the more likely he is to rely on personal intuition than ectuel 
measurements on the field, as was seen in the Humphrey software. 
We see that the doctors rated the fields more pathologicel with the 
Humphry than its computerized program does, this waul d cause them 
to be more aggressive in management than the instrument's rating 
might suggest. When the doctors relied more on the numbers on the 
fields instead of intuition, as with the Octopus, they rated the fields 
as 1 ess patho l o gi ca 1 than the soft ware program, which could 1 ead 
them to be more conservative in management. Does this infer that 
the Octosmart is more sensitive at detecting earlier pathology, or 
that it is not specific enough and produces false positives? Future 
studies should utilize a broader patient base. A 1 arger panel of 
doctors with a wider range of experi nee with each instrument waul d 
also be he 1 ful to ell i mi nate personal bias in rating. A 1 ongi tudi nal 
study that would follow the patients determined to be borderline to 
see if they progress to pathology waul d he 1 p determine any 
predictive va 1 ue of the apparently more sensitive test. 
Computerized techno 1 ogy defi natel y offers valuable help to the 
doctor, espe cia 11 y those in experienced at visual field ana 1 ysi s. It 
can offer reassurance to en assessment of e challenging visuel field. 
New computer technology of the future should ettempt to 
incorporate more pet i ent veri ab 1 es for it's interpretive en a 1 yses, 
such as: intreoculer pressure, cup/disc ratio, nerve fiber layer 
eppearence and cese history. This would meke its final essessment 
15 
more clinically useful and make for more "artificially intelligent" 
instrumentation. 
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OCTOPUS 
Please rate the following sectors by circling the most appropriate choice. 
SECTOR 
all 
upper border region 
lower border region 
border (whole) 
central area 
around blind spot 
quadr. upper temp 
quadr. upper nasal 
quadr. lower nasal 
quadr. lower temp 
center 
SIGNIFICANCE 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
Please evaluate the following. 
MD good /borderline /poor 
LV good /borderline /poor 
CLV good /borderline /poor 
SF good /borderline /poor 
RF good /borderline /poor 
MS good /borderline /poor 
GENERAL IMPRESSION 
Please rate the visual field by circling the most appropriate choice. 
NORMAL /BORDER /PATH 
WHY 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
HUMPHREY 
Please rate the followinQ sectors by circlinQ the most appropriate choice. 
SECTOR 
al l 
upper border region 
lower border region 
border (whole) 
central area 
around blind spot 
quadr. upper temp 
quadr. upper nasal 
quadr. lower nasal 
quadr. lower temp 
center 
Please evaluate the following. 
MD 
PSD 
CPSD 
SF 
RF 
SIGNIFICANCE 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not sign ificant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not significant/significant/highly significant 
not siQnificant/significant/highly significant 
good /borderline /poor 
good /borderline /poor 
good /borderline /poor 
good /borderline /poor 
good /borderline /poor 
total deviation good /borderline /poor 
pattern deviation good/ borderline /poor 
GENERAL IMPRESSION 
Please rate the visual field by circlinQ the most a_QQ_ropriate chioce. 
NORMAL /BORDER /PATH 
WHY 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
1234567 
# __________ _ 
CLINICAL PROFILE 
AGE. ____ _ 
RACE'------
SEX._ ____ _ 
HISTORY 
POHx 
PMHx 
FOHx 
FMHx 
MEDS 
REFRACTIVE ERROR AND BVA 
OD near20/_ 
OS near 20/_ 
dist 20/_ 7a _____ + __ 
dist 20/_ 7a + __ 
PUPILS, ____________________ _ 
MEDI~---------------------
IOP OD 
OS 
ANGLES ____________________ _ 
PATIENT BEHAVIOR, ATTENTION 
C/D AND IMPORTAND FUNDUS FINDINGS 
OD OS 
Humphrey w/hx 0 ~1 belween exurniners , correlation 
Correlation Matrix for Variables: X1 ... X3 
OR TIH WHx 
ORWIH WHx 
OR P/H WHx 
ORT!H ... ORWIH ... OR P/H ... 
Octopus w/hx OR between examiners, correlation 
..  
Correlation Matrix for Variables: X1 ... X3 
OR T/0 WHx 
ORW!OWHx 
OR P/0 WHx 
OR T/0 .. . OR W/0 ... OR P/0 .. . 
k: 1'... I, I 
Octopus OR between examiners , correlation 
•.. 
Correlation Matrix for Variables: X1 ... x3 
OR T/0 ORW/0 ORP/0 
ORT/0 
1'853 
1
1
896 I, I ORW/0 ORP/0 .882 
• 
, ''-'' "t-''" vJ VI\ Ut:aWt;:l:::fl examiners , correlation 
Correlation Matrix for Variables: x1 ..• X3 
OR T/H ORW/H OR P/H 
OR T/H 
1'082 
1
1 
29 11 I ORW/H OR P/H .543 
• 
Humphrey w/hx OR between examiners , differences 
Friedman 3 X variables 
[F 2 
#Samples 3 
#Cases 31 I 
Chir-Squared 13.5 
Chi corrected for ties 27 .9 
# tied groups 31 
Friedman 3 X variables 
Name· I. Rank· Mean Rank· 
ORT/H WHx 68 2.194 
ORW/H WHx 45.5 1.468 
OR P/H WHx 72.5 2.339 
• 
Thurs 04.16.92 
u cwpus wm x UH oetween examiners, differences 
Friedman 3 X variables 
CF 2 
#Samples 3 
#Cases 3 1 
Chir-Squared .452 
Chi corrected for ties 1. , 9, 
# tied groups 29 
Friedman 3 X variables 
Name· I Rank · Mean Rank· 
OR T/0 WHx 64 2.065 
-
ORW/OWHx 59 1.903 
OR P/OWHx 63 2 .032 
[F 
#Samples 
#Cases 
Chir·Squared 
Chi corrected 
# tied groups 
Name· 
ORT/0 
ORW/0 
ORP/0 
Friedman 3 X variables 
2 
3 
31 
3.677 
for ties 13.818 
31 
... 
. 
Friedman 3 X variables 
I. Rank · Mean Rank· 
69 2.226 
54 1.742 
63 2.032 
Thurs 04.16.92 
• 
• 
Globlnd MD between examiners , differences 
Friedman 3 X variables 
a= 2 
#Samples 3 
#Cases 31 
Chir-Squared .629 
Chi corrected for ties 4 .333 
# tied groups 31 
Friedman 3 X variables 
Name· I Rank· Mean Rank· 
MD/T/0 64.5 2.081 
MD/W/0 58 .5 1.887 
MD/P/0 63 2.032 
• 
Thurs 04.16.92 
Globlnd CLV Odu between exar !'l tl; x s, ams 
Friedman 3 X variables 
[F 2 
#Samples 3 
#Cases 31 
Chir-Squared 20.371 
Chi corrected for ties 38 .273 
# tied groups 31 
Friedman 3 X variables 
Name· I Rank· Mean Rank· 
CLV/T/0 51 1.645 
CLV/W/0 52.5 1.694 
CLV/P/0 82.5 2 .661 
• 
Thurs 04.16.92 
Globlnd LV Octo between exarr1iners, differences 
Friedman 3 X variables 
CF 2 
#Samples 3 
#Cases 31 
Chir-Squared 22.371 
Chi corrected for ties 39.629 
# tied groups 30 j 
Friedman 3 X variables 
Name· :E Rank· Mean Rank · 
LV/T/0 51 1.645 
LV/W/0 51.5 1.661 
LV/P/0 83.5 2.694 
• 
Thurs 04.16.92 
"""'"""'""'·i<'n¥ ''"""· __ ......,.,.__...,,. .... _..,,_,. _ _ ,...,.._ _ .,.,X_,....,.....,.,.,.. ... _ ... _.., ___ ...__"':"."'".;o"" • .....,;P-..--- --···,. - ----~-. ..__,...._.~--· ---·-· .......--- ... __ . __ .... ,.-.,.. .. ..., . ...,.. --·~· 
Globlnd SF Octo between examiners, diff 
Friedman 3 X variables 
a: 2 
#Samples 3 
#Cases 31 
Chir-Squared .145 
Chi corrected for ties 3 
# tied groups 31 
Friedman 3 X variables 
Name· I. Rank· Mean Rank· 
SF/T/0 63.5 2.048 
SF/W/0 60.5 1.952 
SF/P/0 62 2 
Thurs 04.16.92 
Humphrey OR between examiners 
Friedman 3 X variables 
CF 2 
#Samples 3 
#Cases 31 
Chir·Squared 1.01 6 
Ch1 corrected for ties 2.8 
# tied groups 31 
Friedman 3 X variables 
Name· I Rank· Mean Rank· 
OR T/H 57.5 1.855 
ORW/H 63.5 2.048 
OR P/H 65 2.097 
• 
Globlnd MD Humph between examiners, differences 
Friedman 3 X variables 
[F 2 
#Samples 3 
#Cases 31 
Chir-Squared .113 
Chi corrected for ties .737 
# tied groups 30 
Friedman 3 X variables 
Name· L, Rank· Mean Rank· 
MD/T/H 60 .5 1.952 
MD/W/H 63 2 .032 
MD/P/H 62.5 2.016 
Thurs 04.16.92 
Globlnd PSD Humph between examiners, differences 
Friedman 3 X variables 
[F 2 
#Samples 3 
#Cases 31 
Chir-Squared .694 
Chi corrected for ties 4.526 
# tied groups 30 
Friedman 3 X variables 
Name· I Rank· Mean Rank· 
PSD/T/H 65.5 2.113 
PSD/W/H 59 1. 903 
PSD/P/H 61 .5 1.984 
Thurs 04.16.92 
Globlnd CPSD Humph between examiners, diffs 
Friedman 3 X variables 
[F 2 
#Samples 3 
#Cases 31 
Chir·Squared .113 
Chi corrected for ties .737 
# tied groups 30 
Friedman 3 X variables 
Name: I. Rank: Mean Rank· 
CPSD/T/H 62.5 2.016 
CPSD/W/H 60.5 1. 952 
CPSD/P/H 63 2.032 
Thurs 04.16.92 
Globlnd SF Humph between examiners, diff 
Friedman 3 X variables 
[F 2 
#Samples 3 
#Cases 31 
Chir-Squared .435 
Chi corrected for ties 4 .5 
# tied groups 31 
Friedman 3 X variables 
Name· L Rank· Mean Rank· 
SF/T/H 59 1.903 
SF/W/H 63.5 2.048 
SF/P/H 63 .5 2.048 
Thurs 04.16.92 
Globlnd CPSD Humph between examiners, carr 
Correlation Matrix for Variables: X1 ... X3 
CPSD/T/H 
CPSD/W/H 
CPSD/P/H 
CPSD/T .. . CPSD/W .. . CPSD/P ... 
1'::6 1·936 I. I 
Thurs 04.16.92 
Globlnd CPSD Humph between examiners, carr 
Correlation Matrix for Variables: X1 .•. X3 
SF/T/0 
SF/W/0 
SF/P/0 
SF/T/0 SF/W/0 SF/P/0 
Thurs 04.16.92 
Globlnd PSD Humph between examiners, correlation 
Correlation Matrix for Variables: X1 ... X3 
PSD/T/H 
PSD/W/H 
PSD/P/H 
PSD/T/H PSD/W/H PSD/P/H 
Thurs 04.16.92 
Globil ~d SF Hun1ph between examiners, corr 
Correlation Matrix for Variables: X1 ... X3 
SF/T/H 
SF/W/H 
SF/P/H 
SF/T/H SF/W/H SF/P/H 
Thu rs 04.16.92 
Glob!nd MD Humph between examiners, correlation 
.. 
Correlation Matrix for Variables: X1 .•. X3 
MD!T/H 
MD/W/H 
MD/P/H 
MDIT/H MDIW/H MD/P/H 
-
1 
.383 1 
.~~-~ .622 1 
Thurs 04.16.92 
• 
Globlnd CLV Octo between examiners, correlation 
Correlation Matrix for Variables: X1 •.. X3 
CLV/T/0 
CLV/W/0 
CLV/P/0 
CLV/T/0 CLV/W/0 CLV/P/0 
Thurs 04.16.92 
Globlnd SF Octo between EJxammers, corr 
Correlation Matrix tor Variables: X1 ... X3 
SF/T/0 
SF/W/0 
SF/P/0 
SF/T/0 SF/W/0 SF/P/0 
• 
- --
.. 
Globlnd L v Octo between examiners , correlation 
. ' 
Correlation Matrix tor Variables: X1 ... X3 
LV/T/0 
LV/W/0 
LV/P/0 
LV/T/0 LV/W/0 l V/P/0 
I, I 
Thurs 04.16.92 
Globlnd MD between examiners , correlation 
.. ,. 
Correlation Matrix for Variables: X1 ... X3 
MD/T/0 
MD/W/0 
MD/P/0 
MD/T/0 MD/W/0 MD/P/0 
I, I 
Thurs 04.16.92 
Humphrey vs. 2 of 3 raters w/ and w/o hx, differences 
.. 
Wilcoxon signed-rank X1: HEMIFIELD Y1: OR 2 of 3 H 
Number : I. Rank: Mean Rank: 
. Ranks r2=--------t1.:....9=--------t=-9 ·:..:5;..._ ___ ~ 
+ Ranks ,_1.:...5:;._ _____ ,~....:..1 .::..3....:.4 ______ ..,L..;:8..:... 9:::..3:::..3:;._ ___ ---.J 
note 14 cases eliminated for difference = o. 
z -2.722 
Z corrected for ties -3.025 
# tied groups 1 
Wilcoxon signed-rank X1: HEMIFIELD Y2: OR 2ot3 H WHx 
Number: I. Rank: Mean Rank: 
-Ranks ~2~--------t87~----------t3:::..·~5~------~ + Ranks "-· 3;;...._ _____ __.__ ..;.._ ______ --.~..;;;2;.;... 6..;;..6..;;..7;;.._ ___ ---J 
note 26 cases eliminated for difference = 0. 
z ·.135 
Z corrected for ties -.1 41 
# tied groups 1 
• 
Octopus vs_ Humph (hemifield?), d ifferences 
Wilcoxon signed-rank X1: OCTOSMART V1: HEMIFIELD 
Number: :E Rank: Mean Rank: 
~:~:: ~1:~1~============~~~~:!=============:19:6·~. :~4~5==========~] 
note 18 cases eliminated for difference = o. 
z -1.852 
Z corrected for ties 
-1.914 
# tied groups 2 
• 
Octopus vs 2 of 3 raters , differences 
Wilcoxon signed-rank X1: OCTOSMART Y1: OR 2 of 3 0 
Number: I Rank : Mean Rank: 
- Ranks ~8::.,_ _____ -+1...:::8
5
..:4
2 
_______ t.:...1 0::..:·:..:5;__ ___ ~ 
+ Ranks L.:. 8::.,_ _____ ........... ;;..:;.______ .......~.  ...:::6.:..:.5::.,_ ____ ---J 
note 15 cases eliminated for difference = 0. 
z - .827 
Z corrected for ties -.872. 
# tied groups 2 
• 
Octopus vs. 2 of 3 raters w/hx , differences 
.. 
Wilcoxon signed-rank X 1 : OCTOSMART Y1: OR 2of3 WHX 
Number: L. Rank: Mean Rank: 
- Ranks ra=--------~1:...::6:...::8;.:... 5=-------t.::.8.:..::. 5;..:6:..:2=-------1 
+ Ranks L. 5;.._ ______ __._...:;:2:..=2:..:.. 5=--------L-..;.4.:..::. 5=---------l 
note 18 cases eliminated for difference = 0. 
z -1.607 
Z corrected for ties -1.661 
# tied groups "2 
• 
Humphrey vs . 2 of 3 ra ters w ! and w/o hx . correlation 
.. 
Correlation Matrix tor Variables: X1 ... X3 
HEMIFIELD 
OR 2 of 3 H 
OR2of3 H W , 
HEMIFIELD OR 2 of OR 2of3 .. . ... 
. 
.. 165 1 
547 -. 271 1 
• 
Octopus vs . Humph (hemifield?) , <f. rrelation 
.. 
Corr. Coeff. X1: OCTOSMART Y1: HEMIFIELD 
Count: Covariance: Correlation: 
31 . 134 .205 
• 
Octopus vs _ 2 of 3 raters , correlation 
.. 
Corr. Coeft. X1: OCTOSMART Y1: OR 2 of 3 0 
Count: Covariance : Correlation : 
1.32 1.412 1. 1 7 
R-sguared: 
• 
Octopus vs 2 of 3 raters w/hx , correlatio n 
Corr. Coeff. X1: OCTOSMART Y1: OR 2of3 WHX 
Count: Covariance: 
31 .278 
• 
- ._. , -- · . -·- ... l"w'fl 
Corr. Coeff. X1: NS MD/0 Y1: NS ..UD/H 
Count: Covariance : Correlation: 
1-10.512 1-.943 1.889 
R-sguared: 
Corr. Coetf. X2: NS LV/0 
Count: Covariance : 
3i 31.053 
Corr. Coett. X3: NS CLV/0 Y3: NS CPSD/H 
Count: Covariance: Correlation: 
131.309 1.965 1.931 
R-sguared: 
Corr. Coeff. X4: NS SF/0 Y4: NS SF/H 
Count: Covariance: Correlation: 
1.043 ).045 
A-squared: 
-,. --
